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F A Q

WHY HIRE A CONSULTANT? WHY NOT DESIGN AND MANAGE THE CAMPAIGN ON OUR OWN?

Every campaign is a historic moment for your church. By using a consultant, you are getting the experience 
and expertise of someone who will raise between 2x-3x more money and save your church and its leaders the 
spiritual, emotional, and physical stress of conducting a campaign on your own. When making the decision the 
church must look at the value and the benefits of hiring a consultant (listed below) rather than the cost of hiring 
a consultant.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF USING A CONSULTANT?

1. Produce Stronger Results
Historic third-party results show that capital campaigns consistently perform better when using a proven 
professional consulting firm. The increase of money you bring in through an outside firm easily outweighs any 
money you would have saved in a consultant’s fee.

2. Locate Undiscovered Gifts
A professional consultant will help a church discover more unknown financial resources than the church is able 
to find on its own.
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3. Avoid Church Splitting Landmines
Often overlooked, “landmines” represent previously undiscovered, usually serious internal issues or potential 
areas of disagreement, debate and conflict. A professional, like-minded set of eyes helps leadership identify and 
proactively address such potential issues before they disrupt ministry and church campaign efforts.

4. Engage the Entire Church
In-house capital campaigns typically reach a limited audience and involve only 15%-25% of the congregation. 
Professional consulting helps you communicate more effectively with the additional 75%-85% who represent 
much of your core and community members.

5. Working within your giftedness
When a church decides to conduct a capital stewardship campaign internally, someone has to be in charge 
of the process. Often, pastoral staff with seminary-based training do not necessarily possess the needed skills 
and/or giftedness that a professional church consultant can bring. Occasionally, some church members may 
have experience with institutional or “secular” fundraising. Yet, campaigns for churches are based on vastly 
different priorities.

6. The Gift of Objectivity
A stewardship firm can provide objectivity to church leadership on a variety of issues from vision to communication 
strategy with donors. Congregations value an outside perspective as well because it avoids discomfort that 
can occur during different parts of the campaign. 
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WHAT SETS IMPACT APART FROM OTHER FIRMS? WHAT DOES YOUR COMPANY BRING TO A CAMPAIGN 
THAT OTHER COMPANIES DON’T?

1. Our Mission
We want to transform giving in your church using Biblical principles of faithful stewardship.  Rather than just 
random moments of generosity to meet immediate needs, create a lifestyle of stewardship and giving for the 
future.  

2. Team Approach
The magnitude of your capital campaign is too much to entrust to a single individual. We see the danger 
of asking one individual to handle all the internal responsibilities necessary for capital campaign success, 
especially if those responsibilities fall outside of their gifting. We use a lead consultant along with an internal 
team which brings the different skill sets your church will need for an effective campaign. 

3. Educational Resources
During our many years of experience, we have developed a library of stewardship tools to maximize widespread 
church giving through teaching, involvement and creative giving emphasis.  As our client, you will have access to 
pastoral resources, stewardship education material, communication assistance, and church capital campaign 
tools, and samples.
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4. Follow-up Support
The vast majority of our clients receive 90% to over 100% of their total commitments. Our staff team along 
with the lead consultant provide quarterly contact, reports, and a mid-campaign recommitment focus, which 
encourages pledge fulfillment and new givers to participate.

5. Communication Strategy
We work with your church staff and leadership to produce the best media for your campaign.  Our award 
winning media/creative team has worked with over 400 churches and will assist you in communicating your 
vision, goals, needs, mission, and story.  We are able to deliver a completely personalized design portfolio in-
house. Additionally, we offer a number of turnkey services in print, video, website, and social media.

WHAT IS YOUR FEE STRUCTURE? HOW IS YOUR FEE DETERMINED?

We quote a flat-fee based on church size, budget, level of consultant involvement and level of service desired 
by the church.  We do not charge a percentage of funds raised like some firms.

Our fee is not based on a percentage of what you raise.  We provide a written and oral walk-through of all 
services and potential cost, so you know exactly what you are paying for prior to our work beginning.
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IS THERE A CHURCH SIZE (TOO SMALL/BIG) YOU WON’T WORK WITH?

Not at all! Impact Stewardship has had the privilege of coming alongside churches of varying sizes, budgets, 
and personalities. We believe the size of the church does not always equal the size of the vision, nor the 
proportional commitment to funding it. By knowing all services and fees up front, your church can determine if 
using an outside firm is financially feasible. Keeping in mind, most churches experience an increase in giving 
easily covers the consultant’s fee.

WILL YOU BE AVAILABLE FOR ON-SITE DURING THE ENTIRE PROCESS? 

Impact Stewardship consistently offers the most on-site time. We find there is a direct correlation between 
campaign success and consultant time in the field spent with the church. The number of days on site depend 
on desired level of consultant involvement and services rendered. Rest assured, we will put the number of on-
site days promised in writing. 
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SHOULD WE USE YOUR PROGRAM, WHO WOULD WORK WITH US?

Our program walks your church through our five-step process to engage and create the support necessary to 
fulfill your vision. We achieve this through a team approach. Here are the different roles and responsibilities you 
can expect during a capital campaign.

Lead Consultant
-Oversees entire process
-Guides church staff and leadership
-Meets with donors

Training Specialist
-Works behind-the-scenes on details
-Leads series of team training
-Ensures smooth campaign for staff and volunteers

Creative Director
-Provides communication support and training
-Optional design, print, video, website and social media capabilities
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Support Staff
-Available to answer questions
-Responds to urgent requests

Visit our distinctions page to discover why our team approach is more effective than trusting the success of 
your campaign to one individual.

WHAT SERVICES DO YOU OFFER?

Pre-campaign Planning 
– Includes vision development, project feasibility study, stewardship health analysis, and pre-campaign planning 
database analysis.

Church Capital Campaigns
– Includes our five step process to engage your church family, consultant-led individual and team training 
sessions through campaign manuals, donor communication strategy, and follow-up support.

Ongoing Stewardship
– Includes Elevate, which is our operational giving campaign program, legacy giving options, and educational 
resources that can be used in conjunction with different giving emphases or campaigns.
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HOW DOES IMPACT USE  MEDIA?

Our media/creative director is available to all our partners to work with your church staff and leadership to 
produce the best possible media communicating vision, goal/need, mission, and most importantly your story.

We also offer a number of optional turnkey services in print, video, website, and social media communication 
channels. Our award winning media/creative director can handle all design in-house and deliver a completely 
customized portfolio for your church’s project.

HOW DO YOU COMMUNICATE YOUR PROCESS WITH OUR CULTURE?

Moving and motivating your church can be one of the biggest challenges you face.  With our pre-planning 
services, our consultant can match, shape, and personalize our process to your unique culture. In fact, the 
majority of our client testimonials express their gratitude for creating something that matched them perfectly, 
which many attribute to their capital campaign success.

WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO DO A CAMPAIGN?

In planning for a campaign, it is important to consider where God is leading, your ministry schedule and the 
urgency of the project.  Timing can maximize momentum or bury a project before it starts. Working with a 
consultant as early as possible to determine the best timeline is essential.  The capital camapign is the bridge 
between the building plans and construction yet churches often make it an afterthought. An experienced 
consultant can help you determine the best timing based on all of these factors.
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Spring
1. Preparation Phase Jan-Mar
2. Open Dates/No Activity Easter & Spring Break
3. Public Phase Apr-May

Summer Bridge
1. Preparation Phase Apr-May
2. Open Dates/No Activity Summer
3. Public Phase Late Aug/Early Sept-Early Nov

Fall
1. Preparation Phase Aug/Early Sept-Early Oct
2. Public Phase Mid Oct/Early Dec

Christmas Bridge
1. Preparation Phase Oct-Nov
2. Open Dates/No Activity Dec-Early Jan
3. Public Phase Mid Jan-Late Feb/Early March
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WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN?

Here is what we believe the keys to a successful campaign

A Biblical Approach
Church capital campaigns must function quite differently than secular or institutional fundraising. Most secular 
programs rely on pressure and outside support. By contrast, church-oriented support campaigns must center 
on prayer and communication within the church family. Our model is rooted in Biblical principles that are clearly 
articulated and consistently taught to the church body. Every campaign designed by Impact encourages 
obedience to the Father as shown in scripture, an attitude we have seen Him consistently bless. This philosophy 
forms the cornerstone of every Impact Stewardship campaign. 

A Proven Process
In order for a capital campaign to be successful, it needs to engage and transform your people.  We walk 
your congregation through the different Biblical steps of understanding and prayer: ultimately leading them to 
obedience and involvement in God’s plan for your church.  We provide the structure to this very organic and 
spiritual process.

Communication is Key
Effective campaigns communicate well with the church body in order to maximize awareness and engagement. 
We offer a variety of tools and services to build a fully integrated marketing and communication strategy within 
your church. 

Our track record far exceeds church capital campaign industry averages and includes numerous construction, 
renovation and debt reduction projects. Impact Stewardship has helped raise over $1 billion dollars for ministry 
since 1999. Our church partners consistently report better results using programs developed with Impact 
compared to alternate campaign plans. 
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WHAT ARE THE POTENTIAL ROADBLOCKS TO A SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN?

Within every church, there are potential roadblocks or “landmines” that can derail a campaign and even worse, 
can disrupt an individual or an entire church for effectiveness. Often, these hidden internal issues revolve 
around the trust, attitudes, and priorities of the congregation. To help navigate these landmines, we strongly 
suggest churches engage in our Project Readiness Study to help identify these potential risks and the spiritual, 
emotional, and financial support before jumping head first into a campaign.   

HOW WILL YOU HELP US ENSURE THIS WILL BE A TIME OF SPIRITUAL GROWTH FOR OUR CONGREGATION 
AS WELL AS A TIME FOR FINANCIAL GROWTH AND SUPPORT?

The mission of Impact Stewardship is to transform the giving in every church through the Biblical principles of 
faithful stewardship.  At Impact Stewardship, we desire not only to transform your church’s giving but transform 
hearts through Biblical principles of stewardship and generosity.  Many firms center on a one-off expression of 
generosity. We choose to focus their attention on the stewardship of the giver. We encourage every individual 
in the church to view all resources as God’s. As a second step, we ask them to commit to glorify God through 
all of the resources God has given them. We accomplish this primarily through the following:

– Biblically centered hands-on training and educational resources.

– Designing professional communication pieces tailored to your unique culture.

– Providing you with the personal attention and expertise of our consultants.
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A successful campaign will bring in the support you need to meet your current goals, and also create a culture 
of giving that continues well after the campaign ends.

WHAT LEVEL OF SUPPORT DO YOU OFFER AFTER THE INITIAL PART OF THE CAMPAIGN IS COMPLETE?

As part of our full service program, we get right to work helping you maximize pledge fulfillment for the entirety 
of your capital campaign with Impact Stewardship.  Our follow up support continues throughout the giving 
phase of your campaign with regular contacts and coaching.  

Our support staff team along with the lead consultant develop and implement an ongoing communication 
strategy, make quarterly contact, analyze reports and updates to discover giving trends, offer a mid-campaign 
re-commitment focus and on-site follow up to encourage previous made and new commitments to your 
campaign.

In fact, the vast majority of clients receive 90% to over 100% of their total pledge commitments.  We are pleased 
to have a high number of our clients coming back to us for their 2nd, 3rd and even 4th campaigns. 
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Impact Stewardship Resources provides full-service capital campaign consulting for churches and 
Christian ministries.  

PH:  615-457-3008  |  info@impactstewardship.com  |  www.impactstewardship.com
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